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Pottery has been made unselfconsciously for 
millennia, created most often in response to essential 
human need, such as the transportation and storage 
of water, and the building of permanent shelters. 
This does not explain the imaginative, exuberant and 

decorative aspects of many utilitarian objects, which are 

also ceremonial, ritualistic and symbolic. A pot, therefore, 

has a story to tell, it speaks not only of the individual who 

made it, but also of the context in which it was made and 

the culture from which it materialized.

Perhaps ceramics most significant abiding relationship 

is to food - for storage, preparation and serving. Pottery 

creates meaningful interaction between ourselves, our 

food, and the people we eat with. When we use ceramic 

utensils, particularly unique handmade pottery, eating 

meals together become less about consumption and 

more about social ritual, and there is the potential for a 

different sort of conversation.

This exhibition features a group of ceramic artists whose 

work is an exciting fusion of form and surface, drawing 

attention to the paradoxical nature of pottery, which is 

both sculptural and utilitarian. Each artist has provided a 

complete place setting, including dinner plate, salad or 

desert plate, soup or cereal bowl and a mug or a cup and 

saucer. Made from a variety of materials, which impact 

how casual or formal the meal setting is, these exquisite 

forms elevate the experience of eating, and enrich the 

domestic interior when at rest.

There are cheaper and more practical alternatives to these 

decadent forms, but many people still want to make and 

use handmade pottery. Unlike much traditional pottery 

which can be unassuming, and virtually all industrial pots, 

which are designed and manufactured to rigid technical 

specifications, these pots celebrate their individuality, 

demonstrating nuance and diversity.

For all the artists in the exhibition, the experience of 

making pots is an emotional, aesthetic and intellectual 

investigation, involving a knowledge of culinary and 

cultural history. Some of these artists consider their work 

to be three-dimensional abstract or gestural paintings, 

others feature playful illustrations of the observable 

world, and several reference inspirations as diverse as 

mountains and their experience of water. The work they 

create invites us to consider the visual character, and the 

evocative qualities of touch and use that are particular to 

pottery, highlighting how pottery fully engages all of our 

senses.

These artists have set themselves a monumental 

challenge. They seek a way of judging for themselves, 

and of demonstrating to others, what constitutes good 

pottery. Over the millennia, we have drawn upon 

consensuses of opinion about what is beautiful, valuable 

and acceptable in art, but in ceramics there has been 

no single evolution of taste from which we can draw 

consent, and so it is an overwhelming proposition, which 

makes the accomplishments of these artists all the more 

impressive.

By studying pottery we are able to appreciate what it can 

be and has been throughout history, and we can look 

at, and be encouraged by, the activities of the millions of 

people all over the world who continue the great tradition 

of pottery making today. Exploring and celebrating this 

inheritance gives context and meaning to our lives and 

it assists in building new traditions by demonstrating 

what is valuable based on common human experience. 

It exercises our analytical skills, and invites us to look 

beyond the shape, texture and color of a thing to 

its inherent meaning and character, and by natural 

extension, to the spirit of the community which formed it. 


